Abstract. The extensible business reporting language (XBRL) to the advent of audit work to bring convenient at the same time, also brought unprecedented problems and challenges to the audit work. This article first to the XBRL application in audit work situation briefly, and then XBRL influence on all aspects of the audit work is analyzed, finally put forward some prospects.
not artificial. It will not limit there will be opportunities in the future. Certification service will be improved to the content of the many aspects of information to help decision makers to better decisions. XBRL promotes the innovation of audit procedures. Because the XBRL for the particularity of the audit requirements, called for an unprecedented change the entire audit program, using high and new science and technology greatly enhance the efficiency of the audit and the ability to process data automatically. Traditional forms of audit is audit the accounting content, namely tracking history data, retrieve the auditees in the past a certain point in time the financial position, operating results and cash flow. XBRL technology to promote the use makes real-time accounting system are successful implementation, the financial position of the need to audit on the auditees for continuous forensic investigation, namely the continuous auditing. As XBRL and enterprise business activities, information users can anytime, anywhere access to enterprise's accounting information from the Internet and understand the financial situation. In a real-time billing system, most of the financial information and audit evidence standard can only be acquired in a spreadsheet, and real-time online data processing to make a lot of business make manual document cannot leave the original data. XBRL is a transformation, but it can not change the existing accounting standard and accounting elements, he just put these electronic accounting elements, and in all kinds of accounting standards, accounting elements, accounting to build a bridge between. By figure 2 we can find that the XBRL, we will completely get rid of the long disturb our accounting data more diversification, standard gap, difficult to make the data collection. XBRL promoted the audit practice mode of network. Due to the different regions or industries, information carrier is in a state of highly concentrated, thus greatly improve the use of the Internet, businesses generally implements comprehensive business network. Enterprise management system through network management restructuring at the same time, make the accounting data in electronic situation around in the Internet for information users in use at any time, has realized the long-distance real-time transmission of the message. Enterprise accounting information system further integrates network, many large and medium-sized enterprises can be directly through the network to disclose financial information. However, online data processing and complex audit procedures will greatly increase the difficulty of the audit work, especially when the information system provides data interface and the function is not accord with a standard system software package, they will become extremely complicated, thanks in large part to the CFO and use financial software provided resistance certified public accountants. Above the XBRL can effectively solve the complicated problem, its effective unified network format and data definition, relevant accounting data can be effectively used the exchange between different operating systems, database, software. XBRL application perfectly solves the problem in the operation of the network financial report and packages, including certified public accountant, chief financial officer and the information users can timely access to information, thus, making use of network technology easy to audit. XBRL affect audit personnel quality. For the auditor, the impact of the XBRL is various, first is to the information system and control even familiar with the IT technology. Although from a certain extent, the auditor can skilled grasp the accounting aspects of the computer program operation, but for the XBRL is completely not know, or don't know anything for the audit of the computer of XBRL authorities also failed to understand. This means that the auditors will be eliminated by age, XBRL will be comprehensive application in the enterprise. On the other hand, after the implementation of XBRL, information is seamless transfer between different departments, and between each system software can also better seamless docking, removes the auditor exists in the communication between different departments of bitter, it greatly improved the auditor independence, save the time of the audit, reduces the audit cost.
Future XBRL environment audit mode: XARL
XARL was originally put forward the purpose of network security is to ensure that the XML file format. XARL can provide a verification of XBRL documents, makes the XBRL files more complete and reliable. XARL XARL classification standard, the digital signature technology, the public key technology and the identity authentication technology can ensure the reliability of information network transmission process. Through XARL classification standard to tag XARL documents can prove that the auditor has to audit, information of the auditees XARL instance document itself contains special markers, such as the guarantee type digital signature, date of guarantee, auditor, system reliability verification, etc. As a result, users can easily learn that authentication type, guarantee covers the period during which the and so on. So the final largely reduced doubts about the safety of accounting information reliability and information users.
